Given Land); David Lopez Garcia's Raisuni (1991) , which targets young male readers; two novels by women authors-Josefina Aldecoa's Historia de una maestra (1990) and Maria Charles's Etxezarra (1993) ; Eduardo Valero's Dias de Luz (1994) (1936) (1937) (1938) (1939) and the Franco dictatorship , during the late 1970s and the 1980s, the years of the democratic transition and the "movida" (see Labanyi) , are now inclined to remember the more distant past of the Spanish Moroccan War. What are the lingering issues brought back by the resuscitation of this particular historical phantom? If globalization brings forth the need to apply critical sensibility to the spatiality of social life and the reconfiguration of geographical landscapes, how are we to read this dramatic return to a historical epistemology obsessively present in so much of Spanish cultural production at the turn of this century? And why is the retelling of this particular episode of Spanish history aimed at young male readers? In order to respond to these questions, I interpret Martinez de Pison's Annual novel as a narrative of social identity that sustains the "open wound" to which Diaz Fernandez alluded. Importantly, literature is at the core of theories of trauma; at the crossroads where literature and the psychoanalytic theory of trauma intersect, Diaz Fernandez's vivid "open wound" metaphor foreshadows the "open wound" metaphor of Cathy Caruth's Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History. Caruth evaluates the Freudian theory of trauma by returning to the literary example Freud used to explain the drama of repetition compulsion: the story of the wound endlessly inflicted on his beloved by the protagonist of Torquato Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberata. For her, we must move beyond Freud's fascination with the metaphorical reverberations of the story of Tancred-the hero of the epic tale-because 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 30, Iss. 1 [2006] the "open wound" metaphor and shape the reader's expectations and guide the reader's reception of the novel he or she is about to begin. Both authors depend on paratexts to direct and control the reception of their texts, and it is at the threshold of both novels, in the paratextual framing devices, that "the wound" finds "the voice" (both Caruth's formulations). There emerge some of the critical issues being negotiated by Spain and Morocco in the long and conflictive history both nations share.
As a cultural narrative that reinforces Spanish identity, Una guerra africana relies on rhetorical strategies that foreground the testimonial aura it aims to convey. Jose Carril, a first person narrator and a direct witness to the events, is the most salient testimonial feature. Through Jose's personal narrative, the young readers to whom the novel is directed can identify with the story and enter the symbolic sphere in which Spanish identity is reinforced via contrast with the Moroccans: `I bet you have never seen a barricade, have you?' the joker of Chinchilla asked me, pointing to the top of the hill. I shook my head 'no,' and he added, 'You'll get fed up: A barricade was nothing more than a small fortress situated in the top of a rise. That one, seen from the outside, was a wooden barricade about six meters long and some four wide, protected up to a meter high by a parapet of sandbags which, in return, was surrounded by barbed wire. That was where we were going to spend the following months. (12) The didactic purpose of the novela juvenil is most evident in the first three chapters of Una guerra africana, as they summarize the historical events of "The Disaster of Annual" and present "el blocao" as the central emblem of the Spanish-Moroccan War. The repetition and recuperation of the history of Annual for a new generation of young readers is, however, ambivalent, since poverty, rather than patriotism, prompts the teenager Jose Carril to join the army.
Despite this ambivalence, Martinez de Pison's novel does participate in the "construction of nationness" (to borrow Homi
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Bhabha's term [140] ) by reinscribing Spanish identity through the feared Moroccan Other. This process is achieved, in part, through a safe and temporary identification with the-mostly manly-characters of the novel: Jose, the young and heroic narrator; Sergeant Medrano, the valiant and stoic model for Jose; and, even with a strong female character, the ever committed revolutionary Aurora. Jose Carril's passionate desire to "possess" Aixa, the female Moroccan other, also contributes to the national identity building process. Recalling David Spurr's ideas about the conquest of a woman's body serving as a stand-in for the domination of her country, it seems evident that, as with El blocao, Orientalist ideology underlies Una guerra africana.
Not surprisingly, the articulation between the conquest of women and the conquest of a nation rests on the reinforcement of traditional accounts of masculinity. Indeed, the author appears to valorize conventional heroic masculinity in the two central male characters of the novel. Jose Carril, the young soldier who admires and wants to emulate Sergeant Medrano, the stoic soldier modeled after the hero myths of the past. Jose Carril most admires Sergeant Medrano's self-control. As Margery Hourihan posits in Deconstructing the Hero, the "essence of the hero's masculinity is his assertion of control over himself, his environment and his world" (69). Thus the return to Annual in Una guerra africana has significant consequences for the cultural imaginary of present-day Spain. By making its readers return once more to that summer of 1921, Martinez de Pison's novel in particular, but, ultimately, all the novels published on the Moroccan War theme between 1990 and 2004, become privileged sources for the construction of a Spanish collective identity that is sustained by an obsession with not forgetting the "Disaster of Annual" and the particular form of masculinity that war represents, namely an acceptable homosociality. In the case of Martinez de PisOn's novel, it is also sustained by Orientalist fantasies and the corroboration of conventional forms of masculinity.
Una guerra africana cannot be read as a text that defends Spain's past colonial intentions. In fact, and within the didactic premises of the "novela juvenil," it does question Spain's presence in Morocco and identifies its central and heroic characters-Sergeant Medrano and Aurora-as young anarchists with serious doubts about the A second Aixa appears in the fourth episode of El blocao, and, as the daughter of a member of the collaborationist Moroccan elite, she also symbolizes duplicity and disloyalty (The Blockhouse 109-23). However, despite his efforts to portray empathetically the Moroccan Other as an individual person, Martinez de Pison's recuperation of the character of Aixa returns readers to "the order of things?' Moroccans are to be feared; they are devoid of identity except the one bestowed by the typology that transforms adjectival racial terms like "Moorish" into weapons to destroy individuality.9 The symbolic processes by which contemporary Spain defines itself against the "Moorish" Moroccan other are complex. The formulation of collective Spanish identity as opposed to the Moorish was
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